
2 SERIES  STD/GE

Launched to replace the existing Mistral range, the 2 Series are compact nimble tractors
ideal for easy manoeuvring in tight spots. The hood and cab roof have been completely
redesigned with a modern look matching the new Landini family styling.
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Landini 2-50 GE

Landini 2-50 STD
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The 2 Series comes in two models: STD with the choice of either cab or platform, and GE only available in platform
version. On the GE model, the design of the front axle and rear final drives allows the driving position to be lowered
by 95 mm as compared to the STD version; this results in better performance in tight and low spaces such as
overhead trellis vineyards and greenhouses.

FEATURES

The 2 Series tractors are powered by
Yanmar TNV four cylinder naturally
aspirated and turbocharged engines
with power ratings of 44, 47.5 and 51
hp. These engines deliver high
horsepower and torque backup while
ensuring quiet, eco-friendly
performance and excellent fuel
economy. Equipped with exhaust gas
recirculation system (EGR), the 16-
valve four-cylinder turbo engine fitted
on the 2-055 model delivers superior
performance..

TRANSMISSION
The standard gearbox offers 12
forward and 12 reverse speeds
and can be optionally equipped
with a creeper unit to provide 16
forward and 16 reverse speeds.
The synchro shuttle allows for
smooth shifting between forward
and reverse. Instruments are
intuitive and easy to read and
controls are ergonomically
arranged on the driver’s sides for
maximum comfort and ease of
operation.

The hydraulic system provides a
maximum flow rate of 12,5 GPM
(47,7 litres/min). The
mechanical power lift with Cat. 1
three-point linkage can lift up to
2640 lb. (1200 kg), the system
features three simple- and
double-acting auxiliary valves.
The controls are located in a
comfortable and ergonomic
position at the driver’s right for
fingertip operation.

ENGINE  HYDRAUL ICS
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